[Analysis of Survival Time and Other Event Times - What Does the Surgeon Need to Know?].
Survival time is an important parameter to investigate therapeutic measures. It plays a crucial role in study concepts, data analyses as well as publications. The aim of this study was to emphasise essential points, which need to be taken into account to (i) gain resilient results of survival time analysis and (ii) appropriately evaluate scientific reports. Corner Points/Main Statements: (i) The main analytical methods are Kaplan-Meier procedure to estimate survival time curves, the log rank test to compare two or more survival curves from independent samples and Cox regression for comparisons under simultaneous consideration of several influencing factors. (ii) Dependent relationships between survival and censoring probabilities may falsify these statistical procedures. (iii) For several end points, which need to be differentiated (such as death, progression etc.), and for interdependent sample elements, extended statistical procedures such as competing risk analyses or extended Cox regression models are available. Survival time analysis can be considered as being extraordinarily important for evaluation of data obtained in therapeutic studies. For the academic and publishing physician, in particular, for the clinical surgeon, a basic understanding of these methodological aspects in statistics is indispensable.